
Mathematics : 14 – 17 April 
14 April English Home Language DBE Book  

Look at the weather symbols on page 114.   
Talk about the weather – is it hot, cold, windy, etc.  
Discuss other aspects of the weather: It may be cold and sunny. It may be cold and rainy. It may be hot and cloudy 
etc.  Allow your child to think about and talk about many different possibilities. 
Ask your child to turn to the bottom of page 117.  Then they write the names of the days of the week. Now they 
draw the appropriate symbol for today’s weather. 
(After all the Maths work is done, the paper dolls near the back of the book can be cut out and played with.  Please 
do not cut  the animals.) 
 
 

Maths DBE book pg 94 and 95 

Count  aloud in 2s when counting the shoes and the balls. 

Once activity 3 is completed, ask 
 What do you notice about the pattern ( things like they are all even numbers, that all the numbers in the 

first column end with a 2. That all the numbers in the first column make a counting in 10 pattern. That the 
odd numbers are not coloured etc) 

 What would happen if we counted in 2s but started at 1?  
Allow your child to physically touch the “table/grid” by putting their finger on 1 and then adding on 2.    
Possible responses:( that all the numbers are odd. That they are the numbers that aren’t coloured). Etc 

A number chart can be used to complete activity 5, if necessary. 
 

 
 
On white board: 

 Count in 2’s from 100 to 200 (Use number chart to help if necessary) 

Discuss how these numbers differ  /are similar  to  the coloured numbers on the table/grid on page 94.  

 Write number names of all the even numbers between fifty-one  and seventy-one 
 

 
 
Flard Card work / Place Value 
Allow your child to set out all the flard cards. You may have your own way of wanting them set out, but let your 
chid set them out anyway they like.  Once all the cards are set out, ask your child to hold up the card you call out. 
Eg, 5, 9 , 10, 30, 100.  Once they have held up the number they need to put it back in its place before you call the 
next number.  Your child will soon realize that the numbers need to be sorted and arranged so that the single digit 
number are together, the tens are together and the hundreds are together.  Once they realise this, allow them 
time to re-sort them. The more familiar they get with the cards, the quicker they will b able to sort them and set 
them out. 
Start giving double digit numbers eg 35.   At this stage, they must use the whole numbers. In other words if you 
say thirty five, they must find 30 and 5. Then they cover the 0 of the 30 with the 5. 
 

30  5  3 5 
 

Once  they have made the two -digit number using the two card, they separate cards to show the two numbers 30 
and 5 and say thirty five is made up of thirty and five.  Then they point to 35 on the number chart. Then they show 
35 using their dienes blocks.*. They say, thirty five has two tens and 5 ones.  
 

                                          
 

Do this whole procedure with a different  2 digit number  eg  42, 51 etc. Do not rush this stage as it is very 
important. 
  
 
Complete: 
DBE pg 50 and 51 (Use your flard cards to help you) 
Do not do activity 4 
 

Story sum 10 and 11 (Both these story sums are examples of repeated addition. ) 
 
 



15 April English Home Language DBE Book  
Look at the weather symbols on page 114.   
Talk about the weather – is it hot, cold, windy, etc.  
Draw the appropriate symbol for today’s weather on  pg 117. 
 

Maths DBE book pg 118 and 119 

Count  aloud in 5s when counting the fingers and the balls. 

Once activity 3 is completed, ask 
 What do you notice about the pattern [ things like some numbers are odd  ( 5,15, 25 etc)  and some 

numbers are even (10, 20, 30 etc);  that all the numbers in the first column end with a 5. That all the 
numbers in the first column make a counting in 10 pattern. That all the numbers in the last column  also make 

a counting in 10 pattern etc] 

 Enrichment: What would happen if we counted in 5s but started at 1?  
Allow your child to physically touch the “table/grid” by putting their finger on 1 and then adding on 5.    

 

A number chart can be used to complete activity 5, if necessary. 
 

On white board: 

 Count in 5’s from 100 to 200 (Use number chart to help if necessary).  
 

Flard Card work 
Allow your child to set out all the flard cards.  
Start giving double digit numbers eg  21 etc. At this stage, they must use the whole numbers. In other words if 
you say twenty-one, they must find 20 and 1. Then they cover the 0 of the 20 with the 1. 
 

20  1  2 1 
 

Once  they have made the two -digit number using the two card, they separate cards to show the two numbers 20 
and 1 and say twenty-one  is made up of twenty and one.  Then they point to 21 on the number chart. Then they 
show 21 using their dienes blocks.*. They say, twenty-one  has  2 tens and 1 one. 
  

                       
 

Do this whole procedure with different  2 digit numbers eg 61, 27 etc. Do not rush this stage as it is very 
important. 
 

Complete: 
DBE pg 72 and 73  (Use your flard cards to help you) 
 

Story sum 12 and 13  (Both these story sums are using tens and ones/units ) 

16 April English Home Language DBE Book  
Look at the weather symbols on page 114.   
Talk about the weather – is it hot, cold, windy, etc.  
Draw the appropriate symbol for today’s weather on pg 117 
 

Maths DBE book pg 76 Activity 1 only (Quick recall)  You can use your number chart or abacus to help in 

necessary 
 

On white board: 

 Count in 10’s from 102to 192 (Use number chart to help if necessary) 

 Write number names of all the odd numbers between fifty-one  and seventy-one ( they 

should start at fifty-three and end at sixty-nine) 
 

Flard Card work / Place value 
Allow your child to set out all the flard cards.  
Start giving double digit numbers eg 32 etc. At this stage, they must use the whole numbers. In other words if 
you say thirty-two, they must find 30 and 2. Then they cover the 0 of the 30 with the 2. 
 

30  2  3 2 
 

Once  they have made the two -digit number using the two card, they separate cards to show the two numbers 30 
and 2 and say thirty-two  is made up of thirty and two.  Then they point to 32 on the number chart. Then they 
show 32 using their dienes blocks. They say, thirty two  has three  tens and 2 ones.  
 

                                    
 

Do this whole procedure with different  2 digit numbers eg 34, 43 etc. Do not rush this stage as it is very 
important. (They should be getting faster at doing this now.) 
 

Measurement work 



Ask your child to guess how tall you are (or another member of the family)if they had to measure your height 
using their handspans. 
Let your child lie down and mark off the top and bottom most points of the body. (in other words the top of the 
head and below the feet). Then allow your child to measure how long they are using their handspans.  Now let 
your child stand against a wall and again mark the top of their head.  Allow them to measure their height in 
handspans.  (The results should be the same!) Let them investigate what will measure the same as they do. For 
example, if the child measures 9 handspans,, what else measures 9 handspans? Will it be 9 books? Will it be 5 
rulers? What about 3 cases – etc.  
 

Measure some other stuff around your house using your hands and feet.  
Complete  
DBE pg 20 and 21 
 

Story sum 14 

17April English Home Language DBE Book  
Look at the weather symbols on page 114.   
Talk about the weather – is it hot, cold, windy, etc.  
Draw the appropriate symbol for today’s weather on pg 117 
 

Maths DBE book pg 78 Activity 1 only (Quick recall)  You can use your number chart or abacus to help in 

necessary 

 
On white board: 

 Count backwards in 10’s from 196 to 96  (Use number chart to help if necessary) 

 Write number names seventy to eighty   
 

Flard Card work 
Allow your child to set out all the flard cards.  
Start giving double digit numbers eg 15. At this stage, they must use the whole numbers. In other words if you 
say fifteen, they must find 10 and 5. Then they cover the 0 of the 10 with the 5. 
 

10  5  1 5 
 

Once  they have made the two -digit number using the two card, they separate cards to show the two numbers 10 
and 5and say fifteen  is made up of 10 and five.  Then they point to 15 on the number chart. Then they show 15 
using their dienes blocks. They say, fifteen  has one ten and 5 ones. 
 

                    

  
Do this whole procedure with different  2 digit numbers eg 79, 27 etc. Do not rush this stage as it is very 
important. (They should be getting faster at doing this now.) 
 

Measurement work 
 

Ask your child to find things that are  

 shorter than a  ruler,  

 longer than a shoe, 

 not as long as a pencil,  

 about the same length of a book 

 taller than a chair 

 longer than 5 footsteps etc.  
 

Complete  
DBE pg 84 and 85 
 

Story sum 15 
 
During Free time, you can make pictures  using  your hands. (google – hand art for kids) 
 
 

 


